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ABSTRACT

Here we re-analyze the archival Chandra data for the central parts of the Centaurus A radio galaxy,

aiming for a systematic investigation of the X-ray emission associated with the inner radio lobes

in the system, and their immediate surroundings. In particular, we focus on four distinct features

characterized by the soft excess with respect to the adjacent fields. Those include the two regions

located at kpc distances from the nucleus to the West and East, the extended bow-shock structure to

the South, and a fragment of a thin arc North from the center. The selected North, West, and South

features coincide with the edges of the radio lobes, while the East structure is seemingly displaced from

the radio-emitting plasma. Our X-ray spectral analysis reveals (i) a power-law emission component

with photon index Γ ∼ 2 in the North, East, and South regions, and (ii) a dense (number density

∼ 0.3 cm−3) and relatively cold (temperature ∼ 0.2 keV) gas in the East and West regions. The

power-law emission is consistent with the synchrotron continuum generated at the edges of the radio

structure, and implies that the efficiency of the electron acceleration at the terminal bow-shock does

not vary dramatically over the inner lobes’ extension. The presence of gaseous condensations, on the

other hand, could possibly be understood in terms of a massive outflow from the central regions of the

galaxy.

Keywords: radiation mechanisms: non-thermal — ISM: jets and outflows — galaxies: active — galax-

ies: jets — galaxies: individual (Centaurus A) — X-rays: galaxies

1. INTRODUCTION

The famous radio galaxy Centaurus A, hosted by

NGC 5128, is located at the distance of 3.85± 0.35 Mpc

(Rejkuba 2004; Ferrarese et al. 2007). NGC 5128 is an el-

liptical with a prominent dust lane and other morpholog-

ical features indicating multiple merger events which oc-

curred about 200–700 million years ago (see the reviews

by Israel 1998; Morganti 2010, and references therein).

It harbors a central black hole with the estimated mass

of (0.5− 1.1)× 108M� (Marconi et al. 2006; Neumayer

et al. 2007; Cappellari et al. 2009). Cen A is a strong

source of a multi-frequency emission detected on vari-

ous scales. The large scale structure of the system has

been resolved in the radio domain, from very low fre-

quencies up to mm wavelengths, to have an angular size

of 8◦× 4◦, equivalent to the projected linear dimensions

of 500 kpc×250 kpc (Hardcastle et al. 2009; Feain et al.
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2011; McKinley et al. 2013). These giant lobes have been

also resolved in high-energy γ-rays by the Large Area

Telescope (LAT) onboard the Fermi satellite (Abdo et

al. 2010a; Sun et al. 2016), and selectively mapped in

X-rays with Suzaku (Stawarz et al. 2013).
On smaller scales, in particular at the distance of

several–to–tens of kpc North from the Cen A nucleus, a

diffuse and low-surface brightness radio structure called

the“northern middle lobe” is seen (Morganti et al. 1999).

Around and within this structure, a complex net of op-

tical filaments of ionized gas, clouds of atomic gas with

anomalous velocities, young stars, and large-scale X-

ray filaments composed of discrete knots, have been ob-

served, all suggestive of a complex interaction between

the evolving large-scale radio jet with the interstellar

medium (Morganti et al. 1999; Oosterloo & Morganti

2005; Kraft et al. 2009; Crockett et al. 2012; Neff et al.

2015; Salomé et al. 2016).

Finally, on yet a smaller scale of a few/several arcmin,

the inner structure of Cen A radio galaxy consists of sev-

eral components clearly visible in radio and X-rays when

imaged with the arcsec resolution, including the bright
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Figure 1. The Chandra ACIS intensity map of the inner parts of Cen A, within the photon energy range 0.4 − 2.5 keV (left
panel) and 2.7 − 8.0 keV (right panel), for the merged selected ObsIDs (316, 962, 2978, 3965, 8489 and 8490), smoothed with
the 3σ Gaussian.

nucleus, the jet extending to the North-East up to four

kpc from the core, and the counter-lobe pronounced to

the South (e.g., Hardcastle et al. 2007; Croston et al.

2009). The X-ray emission spectrum of the nucleus in

the energy range 3 − 10 keV is well fitted by a heavily

absorbed power-law model plus a neutral and narrow

fluorescence iron line (Evans et al. 2004); the jet X-

ray emission continuum, contributed by multiple bright

knots and a diffuse component, is best described as an

unabsorbed steep power-law (see Kataoka et al. 2006;

Snios et al. 2019). Another X-ray feature within the in-

ner parts of the Cen A system, is a ring-like structure

extending to several kpc in the direction perpendicular

to the jet, as reported by Karovska et al. (2002).

The Cen A core has been detected in soft and high-

energy γ-rays by all the instruments onboard the Comp-

ton Gamma Ray Observatory (Steinle et al. 1998, and

references therein), as well as by the Fermi-LAT (Abdo

et al. 2010b). The radio galaxy has also been detected

in the very high energy γ-ray range (> 100 GeV) by the

H.E.S.S. observatory (Aharonian et al. 2009). The most

recent analysis of the broad-band γ-ray continuum of the

source reveals a spectral hardening above the photon en-

ergies of a few GeV (Sahakyan et al. 2013; Abdalla et

al. 2018); the extension of the H.E.S.S. source reported

recently by Sanchez et al. (2018), seems to point out the

kpc-scale jet as the most likely origin of this observed

“excess” γ-ray emission (see, e.g., Tanada et al. 2019).

In this paper we re-analyze the archival Chandra data

for the central parts of the Cen A radio galaxy, focusing

on the spectral analysis for the diffuse features associ-

ated with the inner radio lobes, and characterized by the

excess soft X-ray emission with respect to the adjacent

fields. The data acquisition, analysis, and modeling is

described in § 2; the interpretation and the discussion of

the obtained results are given in § 3 and summarized in

§ 4.

2. CHANDRA DATA

We have reviewed all the available Chandra Advanced

CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS) data for the in-

nermost region of the Cen A system, and selected the

exposures for which the ACIS readout streaks are re-

stricted (as much as possible) to the plane perpendicu-

lar to the jet axis, in order to avoid any overlaps with

the lobes and their immediate surroundings. The Ob-

sIDs of thus selected observations are: 316, 962, 2978,

3965, 8489 and 8490. For these, the analysis was car-

ried out with the software package CIAO 4.10 (Fruscione

et al. 2006) and the calibration database CALDB 4.7.9.

Before the analysis, the data was reprocessed using the

chandra repro script recommended in the CIAO analy-

sis threads. Next the data was merged and binned with
a factor of 1.0, which corresponds to the original Chan-

dra pixel size of 0.492′′. The images of the selected ob-

servations, merged and smoothed with 3σ Gaussian, are

shown in the Figure 1 for the energy ranges 0.4− 2.5 keV

and 2.7 − 8.0 keV.

2.1. X-ray hardness analysis

The Chandra map of Cen A radio galaxy in the energy

range 0.4 − 2.5 keV (Figure 1 left), reveals a pronounced

soft X-ray emission from the central kpc region, char-

acterized roughly by an “hour glass” appearance, and

coinciding roughly with the innermost segments of the

radio lobes; this structure is not prominent in the higher

energy range 2.7 − 8.0 keV (right panel of the figure).

The kpc-scale jet to the North-East, and the bow-shock

structure to the South marking the outer edge of the

counter-lobe, are also manifesting clearly in the soft X-
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Figure 2. The smoothed (Gaussian of σ = 5 px) hard-
ness ratio map for the inner parts of the Cen A radio galaxy,
with the radio continuum intensity contours superimposed
(black), starting from the 0.2 Jy/beam level, and increasing
by a factor of

√
2. The regions selected for the spectral anal-

ysis — East, West, South and North — are denoted with
solid red contours, and the corresponding background re-
gions by dashed red contours. Also marked are the point
sources (mostly foreground XRBs) removed from the spec-
tral extraction regions.

ray range, although both structures can also be noted

on the hard X-ray Chandra map. In addition to those,

in the soft image, a fragment of a thin but distinct arc

located to the North from the nucleus is clearly visible

as well; its position and orientation are both consistent

with the extension of the edge of the main radio lobe.

Figure 2 presents the hardness ratio map of the ana-

lyzed system, based on the exposure-corrected images,

and smoothed with the Gaussian of σ = 5 px. The hard-

ness ratio here is defined as the ratio of the 2.7−8.0 keV

and 0.4 − 2.5 keV count rates, with the energy gap be-

tween the two photon energy ranges chosen to account

for the energy resolution of the Chandra’s ACIS (which

is of the order of 150 eV). For comparison, in the fig-

ure we also display the contours of the lobes’ continuum

radio emission at 21 cm, taken from the NRAO1 Very

Large Array (VLA) archive (Condon et al. 1996). As

shown in the figure, while the jet, the Southern bow-

shocks, and the Northern arc, are all still prominent

on the hardness map, the soft diffuse X-ray hour-glass

1 The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is a facility of the
National Science Foundation operated under cooperative agree-
ment by Associated Universities, Inc.

structure “collapses” to two distinct but symmetric fea-

tures with relatively sharp and well defined boundaries,

located into the East and into the West of the core.

Moreover while the aforementioned North, West, and

South regions do overlap well with the lobes’ edges on

the radio map, the East feature appears seemingly dis-

placed from the radio-emitting plasma of the main lobe.

We note that the two peculiar structures East and

West are inclined at ∼ 35 deg with respect to the jet

axis, and are approximately cone-like shaped; the core-

vertex angular separation for both reads as ∼ 2.4 arcmin

each, meaning the projected distances of about 2.7 kpc

for the conversion scale 19 pc/arcsec adopted hereafter.

The exact regions selected for the following spectral

analysis are shown in Figure 2. The corresponding back-

ground regions were chosen to avoid any overlaps with

the radio lobes on one hand, and the dust lane on the

other hand (for the East and West features); we empha-

size, however, that the choice of the background region

in such a crowded field deep within the host galaxy and

close to the very bright nucleus, is in general rather dif-

ficult, and will always be, to some extent, arbitrary. We

have therefore repeated the fitting with the enlarged and

modified background regions, obtaining consistent re-

sults. We have also attempted an analysis of the spectra

of the other segments of the lobes’ edges/surroundings,

including mirror reflections of the West and East regions

with respect to the jet axis, but due to a combination of

a complicated field and low photon statistic, we failed

to obtain proper fits for such.

We finally note that, the X-ray emission of the re-

gions overlapping with the South and West features

studied in this paper, was examined before by Cros-

ton et al. (2009); the East and North features, how-

ever, were never subjected to any spectral modeling in

the past. Also, here we do not discuss the kpc-scale
jet emission, referring instead to the previous detailed

analysis by Kataoka et al. (2006) for the jet diffuse X-

ray emission component, and Snios et al. (2019) for the

most recent update on the compact jet knots.

2.2. Spectral modelling

For the spectral analysis of the selected regions, first

we extracted the corresponding spectra from each Ob-

sID considered in our study, using the specextract tool

from the CIAO software package. Next we combined

the spectra for each region using the combine spectra

script. Because of the extended wings of the point

spread function (PSF) of the extremely bright nucleus,

which in addition is subjected to a severe pile-up in

the instrument, we restricted the analysis to the pho-

ton energy range up to 3 keV (see in this context also
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Figure 3. Chandra spectra along with the best-fit models (and residuals) for the four regions selected for the analysis: East
(upper left), West (upper right), South (lower left), and North (lower right). The models displayed consist of a mixture of
absorbed thermal and non-thermal components, xsphabs*(xsapec+xspowerlaw), for the West and East regions, and absorbed
power-law, xsphabs*xspowerlaw, for the North and West regions.

Croston et al. 2009). We note, that both the East and

West regions are located at similar distances from the

core, and so are their background regions, and hence any

photon leakage from the central PSF should affect the

spectral analysis of both regions in a similar/comparable

manner; the North and especially the South regions, on

the other hand, are expected to be subjected to a much

lesser extent by the pollution from the core emission.

After the background extraction, the fitting was per-

formed for the grouped data (with the minimum signal-

to-noise ratio = 5 for the West, East and South region,

and minimum signal-to-noice ratio = 7 for the North re-

gion because of a much lower photon statistics) using the

Sherpa fitting application (Freeman et al. 2001). The

initial values of the model free parameters were chosen

based on the preliminary fitting using the Monte-Carlo

method in Sherpa.

The fitted model for all the regions included a ther-

mal component (xsapec) plus a power-law component

(xspowerlaw), moderated by the Galactic absorption

and the internal absorption (xsphabs). All the model

parameters were set free, except of the Galactic equiv-

alent hydrogen column density in the direction of the

source, which was frozen at NH,Gal = 7.31× 1020 cm−2

following Kalberla et al. (2005). For the North and

South regions, we applied a simple absorbed power-law

model, with no contribution from a thermal compo-

nent; in fact for these regions the two-component model

(power-law plus apec) did not provide any substantial

improvement over the one-component model (consisting

of a single power-law emission). The spectra of the East

and West regions, on the other hand, could not be fitted

at all with a one-component model, consisting of either

an absorbed single power-law emission, or an absorbed
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Table 1. Spectral fitting results

Region/Model Parameter Value 1σ errors Units

East kT 0.23 0.01 keV

xsphabs*(xsapec+xspowerlaw) norm 0.4 0.1 10−2× apec

Abundanc 0.09 0.03 —

Γ 0.24 0.66 —

ampl 2.5 1.5 10−6× ph/keV/cm2 at 1keV

NH 0.40 0.04 1022 cm−2

Final fit statistic 125.33

Degrees of freedom 92

West kT 0.19 0.01 keV

xsphabs*(xsapec+xspowerlaw) norm 1.9 0.7 10−2× apec

Abundanc 0.20 0.09 —

Γ 1.75 0.28 —

ampl 32.1 7.1 10−6× ph/keV/cm2 at 1 keV

NH 0.65 0.03 1022 cm−2

Final fit statistic 208.34

Degrees of freedom 128

South kT 0.52 0.03 keV

xsphabs*(xsapec+xspowerlaw) norm 0.06 0.01 10−2× apec

Abundanc 0 (unconstr.) —

Γ 1.00 0.20 —

ampl 15.2 3.3 10−6× ph/keV/cm2 at 1keV

NH 0.16 0.03 1022 cm−2

Final fit statistic 179.68

Degrees of freedom 118

xsphabs*xspowerlaw Γ 2.14 0.13 —

ampl 46.4 4.2 10−6× ph/keV/cm2 at 1keV

NH 0.026 +0.030
− — 1022 cm−2

Final fit statistic 104.49

Degrees of freedom 121

North kT 0.16 0.05 keV

xsphabs*(xsapec+xspowerlaw) norm 8× 10−5 (unconstr.) 10−2× apec

Abundanc 0.24 (unconstr.) —

Γ 2.52 0.71 —

ampl 4.5 2.0 10−6× ph/keV/cm2 at 1keV

NH 0.21 +0.26
− — 1022 cm−2

Final fit statistic 43.69

Degrees of freedom 59

xspowerlaw Γ 2.02 0.43 —

ampl 3.0 0.65 10−6× ph/keV/cm2 at 1keV

Final fit statistic 8.82

Degrees of freedom 15

single-temperature plasma, and hence below we do not

discuss those attempts.

The final results obtained with the Levenberg-

Marquardt optimalization method, using the chi-

squared statistic (chi2datavar) with variance calcu-

lated from the data, are presented in Figure 3, and the

corresponding best-fit values of the model free parame-

ters are summarized in Table 1. In Figure 4, we provide

also the confidence contour plots of the main model pa-

rameters for the two-component model applied to the

East and West regions. The results of the spectral fit-

ting for all four analyzed regions can be summarized as

follows:

• In the East region, which is seemingly displaced

from the radio-emitting plasma of the main lobe,

we clearly see a thermal component with the best-
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fit temperature of kT ∼ 0.2 keV, and sub-solar

abundance ∼ 0.1, moderated by a hydrogen col-

umn density ∼ 0.4 × 1022 cm−2 much in excess

of the Galactic value. The power-law component

seen in the spectrum is characterized by a very

flat (although not well constrained) slope and a

low amplitude.

• In the West region, which does overlap with the

edge of the Southern radio lobe, we see the same

thermal component as in the East region (kT ∼
0.2 keV, sub-solar abundance of ∼ 0.2, hydro-

gen column density ∼ 0.65 × 1022 cm−2). How-

ever, in addition we also detected a power-law

emission characterized by a relatively steep slope

(Γ ' 1.75± 0.28) and a high amplitude.

• In the South region, which is located at larger dis-

tances from the core and which corresponds to the

Southernmost edge of the radio counter-lobe, we

do not see any particularly pronounced thermal

emission component, or a hydrogen column den-

sity in excess of the Galactic value. The single ab-

sorbed power-law component (though with hardly

constrained absorbing column density, consistent

with zero) dominating the radiative output of the

region, is characterized by a relatively steep slope

(Γ ' 2.14± 0.13), and a high amplitude.

• In the case of the North region, which is also lo-

cated at a larger distance from the core (when

compared to the West and East regions), and

which overlaps with the edge of the main radio

lobe, despite a very low photon statistics, an ac-

ceptable fit could be obtained assuming a single

power-law model, yielding a steep slope of the con-

tinuum (Γ ' 2.02± 0.43), its relatively small am-

plitude, and unconstrained absorbing column den-

sity consistent with zero. Removal of the internal

absorption from the model improves the fit.

As mentioned previously, because of the extremely

high flux of the Cen A nucleus, leading to a severe pile-

up in the detector, we have restricted our spectral anal-

ysis to the low-energy range of the ACIS instrument

(see in this context Evans et al. 2004; Kraft et al. 2007;

Croston et al. 2009). However, the contribution of the

core’s PSF seems still to be present within the East re-

gion, even below 3 keV. Indeed, as discussed in Mingo

et al. (2011) and Hardcastle et al. (2016), the extended

wings of high-flux unresolved sources are, in general, ex-

pected to manifest as low-amplitude and flat-spectrum

power-law components even at larger distances from the

targets, due to a combination of the energy-dependent

Chandra’s PSF, and a significant instrumental pile-up

affecting predominantly low-energy segments of the tar-

gets’ spectra. Hence, we believe that the low-amplitude

and flat-spectrum power-law component seen within the

East region, is due to this effect, i.e. represents only the

very broad PSF wings of the Cen A nucleus. As such,

it should be also present in the West region, located at

a comparable distance from the core. We have there-

fore repeated the spectral fitting for the West region

adding an additional flat power-law component, with

the model parameters fixed at the values within 1σ er-

rors of the best-fit power-law component emerging from

the spectral analysis of the East region. The remain-

ing model parameters obtained in this way turned out

basically the same as the ones reported in Table 1, as

expected keeping in mind a much lower amplitude of

the flat-spectrum power-law component to be compared

with the steep-spectrum one.

On the other hand, the steep-spectrum power-law

component with the best-fit photon index Γ ∼ 2.0,

which can be seen in the North, West, and the South

regions, cannot be simply an instrumental artefact. Our

fitting results for the South region are in fact in agree-

ment with the modelling presented in Croston et al.

(2009), who argued that the X-ray power-law contin-

uum of that region, with the best-fit photon index of

Γ ' 2.01+0.04
−0.03 (model IV therein), is due to the syn-

chrotron emission of very high-energy electrons ener-

gized at the front of the bow shock, induced in the am-

bient medium by the expanding radio counter-lobe.

We also note that the field partly overlapping with our

West region was also analyzed by Croston et al. (2009,

“Region 3” therein); the best fit obtained by these au-

thors assumed in this case a thermal model, and yielded

a relatively high plasma temperature of ' 0.95 keV. The

reason for the discrepancy between our fitting results

and those presented by Croston et al. for the West fea-

ture, is the differences in the source and background

extraction regions, as well as in the fitting procedure;

as a result, in our spectral modelling instead of a hot

plasma we see a prominent power-law component in ad-

dition to the relatively cold thermal gas emission. We

believe that our estimates are however robust, because

almost exactly same thermal gas parameters emerge for

the East region, where we do not see any physical power-

law component (above the low-level emission related to

the PSF wings of the bright nucleus).

The two issues should be clarified at this point re-

garding the thermal component fitting. One is that the

emerging low abundance values may not necessarily cor-

respond to a real low metallicity, but instead may only

signal an unresolved multi-temperature gas, for which
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Figure 4. Confidence contours of 1, 2, and 3 σ for the chi2datavar statistic on the two-thaw-parameters planes, for the West
region (upper panels), and the East region (lower panel).

the best-fit temperature of ∼ 0.2 keV should be consid-

ered as an average value, while the metallicity is most

likely much closer to the Solar one (see in this context

the discussion in Kraft et al. 2009, regarding the X-ray

knots within the northern middle lobe). The other issue

is that, the residuals of the best-fit models presented in
Figure 3 for the East and West regions, indicate clearly

the presence of line-like emission features in the analyzed

spectra. We have therefore repeated the spectral fitting

for both regions adding additional gaussian components;

the results of the modelling are given in the Appendix A.

In short, by introducing two additional gaussian spectral

components, we do improve the quality of the fitting in

terms of the reduced χ2 values. Moreover, the best-fit

line positions, ∼ 1 keV and ∼ 1.85 keV, correspond to

the well-known neon/iron L-shell and silicon blends, re-

spectively (see, e.g., Peterson, & Fabian 2006; Böhringer

& Werner 2010). We note that previously, Evans et

al. (2004) reported on the detection of the neutral sil-

icon Kα line in the nuclear spectrum of Cen A, with

the source extracted region corresponding effectively to

. 1 kpc radius (see also the related discussion in Croston

et al. 2009).

3. DISCUSSION

One of the two main results emerging from the anal-
ysis presented in the previous section, is the detection

of the power-law emission component with a relatively

steep photon index Γ ∼ 2 not only at the Southernmost

edge of the radio counter-lobe, as reported previously by

Croston et al. (2009), but also in the North and West

regions, which overlap with the side edges of the main

radio lobe and the counter-lobe, respectively. We fol-

low Croston et al. in interpreting this emission compo-

nent as representing the synchrotron continuum of very

high-energy electrons energised at the front of the lobes’

termination shock. If that is the case indeed, then the

implication of our analysis would be that the efficiency

of the electron acceleration at the termination shock

front, does not vary dramatically over the inner lobes’

extension. The acceleration efficiency in this context

stands not only for the maximum electron Lorentz fac-

tors γ ∼ 108 enabled by a balance between the accelera-
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tion and radiative cooling timescales (see the discussion

in Croston et al. 2009), but regards also the potential

for the formation of a “shock-type” energy spectrum of

ultra-relativistic electrons ∝ E−s with s ∼ 2, assuming

the observed synchrotron X-ray photons are produced

in the strong cooling regime, i.e. that s = 2(Γ− 1).

The other main finding following from the spectral

analysis presented in the previous section, is the pres-

ence of a relatively cold and dense gas within the two re-

gions located at kpc distances to the West and East from

the nucleus. The exact emission volumes for these are

unknown, and in fact hard to define, but based on the

particular regions selected for spectral modelling, we es-

timate such volumes as V ' 0.43 kpc3 and ' 0.23 kpc3,

respectively, assuming the structures are cone-shaped,

with the main axes on the plane of the sky. Assuming

further that each region is filled uniformly with fully ion-

ized hydrogen, we derive the gas density n, total mass

M = mpnV , and the internal energy εint = 3
2pV for

the corresponding thermal pressure p = nkT , based

on the normalization parameter in the xsapec model,

10−14n2V/4πD2 cgs (see Table 1), where D = 3.85 Mpc

is the distance to the source. For the West region, the

derived parameters are n ∼ 0.5 cm−3, M ∼ 5.5×106M�,

p = 1.6 × 10−10 dyn cm−2, and εint ∼ 3 × 1054 erg.

For the East structures, we obtain n ∼ 0.3 cm−3,

M ∼ 1.6 × 106M�, p = 1.2 × 10−10 dyn cm−2, and

εint ∼ 1× 1054 erg.

Note that by assuming a clumpy distribution of the

X-ray emitting gas in the analyzed regions, the de-

rived gas density, and hence also the pressure, would

increase. Such an increase would however be problem-

atic, since even with the filling factor of the order of

unity, the thermal gas present in the analyzed regions

appears much denser than, and over-pressured with re-

spect to, the diffuse ISM at the corresponding distance

from the nucleus; for this “unperturbed” ISM, following

Kraft et al. (2003) hereafter we adopt nISM ∼ 0.01 cm−3,

kTISM ∼ 0.35 keV, and pISM ∼ 10−11 dyn cm−2. At

the same time, the thermal gas we see in the East

and West regions turns out to be in a pressure balance

with the non-thermal plasma present around the edges

of the lobes, for which Croston et al. (2009) estimated

pshell ∼ 10−10 dyn cm−2. This could suggest that what

we see is simply a result of a shock compression of the

ISM by the expanding radio lobes. However, the corre-

sponding high density contrast n/nISM ∼ 50, together

with the temperature ratio T/TISM . 1, impose a gen-

eral problem for any interpretation involving adiabati-

cally shocked ISM, in which case one would expect the

density jump ∼ 4 at most, and T/TISM � 1.

An unusual density increase along with a rapid tem-

perature drop down to the pre-shock value, on the

other hand, could possibly be encountered in a radiative

shock, i.e. when the gas cooling in the near downstream

is sufficiently fast that a relatively narrow radiative re-

laxation layer is formed. For such, in the specific case of

an “isothermal shock” with the upstream plasma bulk

velocity u−, the gas temperature in the far downstream

settles at T ∼ TISM, and the density contrast reaches

n ∼ nISM

(
u−
cs

)2

∼ 0.2
( u−

103 km s−1

)2

cm−3 , (1)

consistently with the gas temperature and density de-

rived above for the analyzed East and West regions, as

long as u− ∼ 103 km s−1.

However, the problem with this scenario is that the

radiative cooling of the ISM gas immediately behind the

shock (related to the free-free and line emission), is not

sufficiently short. In fact, assuming a strong shock with

u− � cs, the compression ratio in the near downstream

should be simply n+ ≈ 4nISM ∼ 0.04 cm−3, and the gas

temperature

kT+ =
3

16
mpu

2
− ∼ 2

( u−
103 km s−1

)2

keV . (2)

For such, with u− ∼ 103 km s−1 the thermal cooling

timescale

τcool =
5

2

nkT+

n2Λ
∼ 300 Myr , (3)

where Λ stands for the radiative cooling function (Pe-

terson, & Fabian 2006), and we assumed approximately

one-third solar abundance. This would be then orders

of magnitude longer than the dynamical timescale in-

volved,

τdyn '
d

u−
∼ 3 Myr , (4)

where d ' 2.7 kpc is the physical distance from the outer

edges of the East and West regions to the Cen A nucleus

(assuming no significant projection effects).

The emerging relatively low temperature of the ther-

mal gas derived for the analyzed West and East features,

could neither be explained — still in the framework of

the shock scenario — by postulating that the electron

temperature is lower than expected from the standard

shock jump conditions, because of an inefficient heating

of thermal-pool electrons at the shock front. That is

due to two main reasons. First, because the decreased

efficiency of the electron heating is expected rather at

low-Mach number shocks (see the discussion in Stawarz

et al. 2014, and references therein). And second, even if

the fraction of the kinetic energy of the outflow that is
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dissipated to heat thermal electrons at the shock front is

in our case low, the electron–ion temperature equilibra-

tion due to Coulomb collisions would anyway increase

the electrons temperatures in the near downstream of

the shock, on the particularly short timescale of

τei ∼ 0.01
mp (kTe)

3/2

e4n
√
me

. 0.01 Myr , (5)

assuming electron temperature kTe ∼ 0.2 keV and num-

ber density as given in equation 1.

The alternative explanation for the East and West

structures, motivated by their cone-shape morphologies,

as well as the derived temperatures which are compara-

ble to the ISM temperature, could be that those features

represent Mach cones, formed after the ejections of dense

plasmoids from the nucleus of Cen A, with supersonic ve-

locities. Such ejections should drive the pressure waves,

which merge at the Mach cone into a sonic boom prop-

agating further within the ISM at the speed of sound

cs =
√

5kTISM/3mp ∼ 230 km s−1. In the framework of

this scenario, the velocity of the ejection, uej, could be

estimated by measuring on the Chandra maps the half-

opening angles of the East and West cones, θ, which give

the Mach numbers M = 1/ sin θ. For both analyzed re-

gions we obtain roughlyM' 3− 5, i.e. the ejection ve-

locity within the range uej =M cs ∼ 600−1, 000 km s−1.

This leads to the elapse time since the ejection event

τej ∼ d/uej ∼ 3 Myr. This timescale is of the same or-

der as the timescale for the formation of the inner radio

jets and lobes in Cen A (see Croston et al. 2009; Mor-

ganti 2010, and references therein), and also as the X-ray

cooling timescale of 0.2 keV gas with 0.3 cm−3 number

density (cf. equation 3). Hence, the ejection episode

postulated here could indeed be considered as accompa-

nying/coinciding with the onset of the currently ongoing
jet activity in the system.

Moreover, the derived ejection velocities are relatively

high, but on the other hand consistent with the veloc-

ities of nuclear outflows detected in several AGN. In

the particular case of Cen A, we note in this context

that, based on the Suzaku observations of the Cen A nu-

cleus, Tombesi et al. (2014) claimed the detection of the

Fe XXV Heα and Fe XXVI Lyα absorption lines with the

equivalent widths of the order of 10 eV, corresponding

to the ionized hot absorber with the outflow velocities

≤ 1, 500 km s−1. What is more, in the recent Herschel

data for the central 500 pc of Cen A, Israel et al. (2017)

detected an outflow of cold, neutral and ionized gas,

roughly along the axis of the radio jet, with a mass of

several million solar masses, and the projected velocity

of 60 km s−1. We do not necessarily identify those cur-

rently observed nuclear or circum-nuclear outflows with

the ejection episode postulated here to explain the East

and West features at kpc distances from the core. The

point is, rather, that one can indeed expect formation

of massive gaseous outflows and plasma ejections in the

system, with high and very high velocities.

A possible complication to the above-drafted sce-

nario could be, however, again the very high pressure

contrast between the analyzed regions and the ISM.

On the other hand, as the required propagation veloc-

ity is most likely super-Alfvenic, for the Alfven speed

vA = BISM/
√

4πmpnISM < 200 km s−1 with nISM ∼
0.01 cm−3 and the anticipated BISM < 10µG, one may

speculate that the magnetic draping effect, expected as

long as the coherence scale of the ISM magnetic field

is large enough (see in this context Moss & Shukurov

1996), effectively increases the total ISM pressure ahead

of the ejection by the piled-up magnetic field (see Lyu-

tikov 2006), so that the pressure balance is maintained.

4. SUMMARY AND FINAL REMARKS

In this paper we re-analyze the archival Chandra data

for the central parts of the Centaurus A radio galaxy,

aiming for a systematic investigation of the X-ray emis-

sion associated with the inner radio lobes, and their

immediate surroundings. After inspection of the X-ray

hardness maps of the system, we focus on four distinct

features characterized by the soft excess with respect to

the adjacent fields. Those include the two regions lo-

cated at kpc distances from the nucleus to the West and

East, the extended bow-shock structure to the South,

and a fragment of a thin arc North from the center. The

selected North, West, and South features coincide with

the edges of the radio lobes, while the East structure is

seemingly displaced from the radio-emitting plasma.

We perform the spectral analysis for the selected re-
gions, assuming a combination of the absorbed power-

law and thermal emission components. We found out

that for the North and South features, a simple power-

law model consistent with no thermal contribution and

no intrinsic absorption, provided satisfactory fits to

the data. The spectra of the East and West regions,

on the other hand, could not be fitted at all with

a one-component model, consisting of either an ab-

sorbed single power-law emission, or an absorbed single-

temperature plasma; for those, a two-component model

was indeed required.

One of the two main results emerging from our spec-

tral analysis, is the detection of the power-law emission

component with a relatively steep photon index Γ ∼ 2

not only at the Southernmost edge of the radio counter-

lobe, as reported previously by Croston et al. (2009),

but also in the North and West regions, which over-
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lap with the side edges of the main radio lobe and the

counter-lobe, respectively. This emission component can

be naturally explained as representing the synchrotron

continuum of very high-energy electrons energised at the

front of the lobes’ termination shock. Hence, we con-

clude that the efficiency of the electron acceleration at

the termination shock front, does not vary dramatically

over the inner lobes’ extension.

The other main finding following from our spectral

analysis, is the presence of a relatively cold (tempera-

ture ' 0.2 keV) and dense (number density ∼ 0.3 cm−3)

gas within the two regions located at kpc distances to

the West and East from the nucleus, which appears over-

pressured (by one order of magnitude) with respect to

the surrounding diffuse ISM. We argue that the scenario

in which this gas represents the ISM shocked by the ex-

panding radio lobes, is not self-consistent, because of

the required effectively “isothermal compression”. In-

stead, we propose that the presence of such a cold and

dense gas could possibly be related to a massive nuclear

outflow from the central regions of the galaxy.
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APPENDIX

A. EMISSION LINES IN THE WEST AND THE EAST REGIONS

Residuals are clearly seen in the best-fit models xsphabs*(xsapec+xspowerlaw) presented in Figure 3 for the East

and West regions, indicating the presence of line-like emission features. We have investigated this issue by introducing

first an additional gaussian component to the model, xsphabs*(xsapec+xspowerlaw + xsgaussian), and next al-

lowing for two different gaussian features, xsphabs*(xsapec+xspowerlaw + xsgaussian1+ xsgaussian2), each time

with the source frame line widths frozen at σ = 10 eV, and plasma abundances frozen at the best-fit values emerging

from the basic xsphabs*(xsapec+xspowerlaw) fits for the two regions (see Table 1). The results of the modelling

are presented in Figure 5, and summarized in Table 2. As shown, by introducing two additional gaussian spectral

components, one can indeed improve the quality of the fitting in terms of the reduced χ2 values, with no significant

change in the best-fit values of the other model parameters. The best-fit positions of the first line-like feature reads

as ∼ 1 keV, indicating either a hydrogen-like Ne Lyα line, or the iron L-shell blend (the position of which depends

however on the plasma temperature; see Böhringer & Werner 2010); the best-fit position of the other line, ∼ 1.85 keV,

allows for the identification with the Si XIII blend (e.g., Peterson, & Fabian 2006).
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Figure 5. Chandra spectra along with the best-fit models (and residuals) for the East region (left column) and West
region (right column). The models displayed consist of a mixture of absorbed thermal and non-thermal components,
xsphabs*(xsapec+xspowerlaw), with the addition of either one or two gaussian features xsgaussian (upper and lower rows,
respectively).
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Table 2. Spectral fitting results with additional gaussian components for the East and West regions.

Region/Model Parameter Value 1σ errors Units

East kT 0.22 0.01 keV

xsphabs*(xsapec+xspowerlaw norm 0.5 0.1 10−2× apec

+ xsgaussian) Γ 0.11 0.50 —

ampl 1.5 0.6 10−6× ph/keV/cm2 at 1keV

Line position 1.85 0.01 keV

Line normalization 0.93 0.02 10−6× ph/cm2/s

NH 0.42 0.04 1022 cm−2

Final fit statistic 124.08

Degrees of freedom 91

West kT 0.19 0.01 keV

xsphabs*(xsapec+xspowerlaw norm 2.2 0.5 10−2× apec

+ xsgaussian) Γ 1.4 0.34 —

ampl 22.1 6.5 10−6× ph/keV/cm2 at 1keV

Line position 1.83 0.02 keV

Line normalization 1.4 0.3 10−6× ph/cm2/s

NH 0.67 0.02 1022 cm−2

Final fit statistic 190.5

Degrees of freedom 127

East kT 0.22 0.01 keV

xsphabs*(xsapec+xspowerlaw norm 0.4 0.2 10−2× apec

+ xsgaussian1+ xsgaussian2) Γ 0.25 0.74 —

ampl 2.4 1.65 10−6× ph/keV/cm2 at 1keV

Line 1 position 1.0 — keV

Line 1 normalization 7.6 1.6 10−6× ph/cm2/s

Line 2 position 1.83 0.03 keV

Line 2 normalization 0.42 0.21 10−6× ph/cm2/s

NH 0.42 0.03 1022 cm−2

Final fit statistic 99.55

Degrees of freedom 89

West kT 0.19 0.01 keV

xsphabs*(xsapec+xspowerlaw norm 0.4 0.2 10−2× apec

+ xsgaussian1+ xsgaussian2) Γ 1.75 0.32 —

ampl 30.2 7.7 10−6× ph/keV/cm2 at 1keV

Line 1 position 1.02 — keV

Line 1 normalization 17.1 3.4 10−6× ph/cm2/s

Line 2 position 1.83 0.02 keV

Line 2 normalization 1.2 0.3 10−6× ph/cm2/s

NH 0.42 0.03 1022 cm−2

Final fit statistic 99.55

Degrees of freedom 89
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